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地址 Yantai Changyu Glass Co, Ltd. 
YTCG 
No.14, Zhuji Road 
Qixia Economic Development Area 
264002, Yantai City, 
Shandong Province

国家 中国（中华人民共和国）

产品/机械
High-standard professional designer team can design various products according to customer demand.

Exquisite mold manufacture effectively ensures various indexes of products.

Advanced automatic control system effectively guarantees harmony and accuracy of each motion of the equipment.

The company introduces advanced determinant bottle making machines of America EMHART Company and Italian BOTTERO Company, producing
products of different specifications with high efficiency and high quality.

The company introduces online full-automatic inspecting machine of France SGCC company, so that unaccepted products can be automatically
rejected and missed inspection caused by human factors can be effectively prevented.

Non-contact type automatic bottle arranging and stacking machine prevents pollution of manual bottle grabbing on products.

The company introduces full-automatic binding machine pressurized from top from Italian OMS Company, which is firm and efficient in bundling and is
suitable for long-distance conveying.

The company introduces full-automatic thermal condensing machine from Italian OMS Company, which performs automatic bag loading and thermal
condensing, so that the encapsulated products is waterproof and dustproof during storage and transportation.

The produced bottles are used on wine packing line, which packs 15,000 bottles of wine each hour, and take the lead on domestic market.

By cooperating with top thermal shrinkage brands at home and abroad, the company exports its products to Canada, America, Korea, Taiwan,
Vietnam, Malaysia, India, South Africa, etc.

Products’ arrangement, stacking, strapping and shrink film wrapping are finished through automatic assembly line, which prevent the dirt caused by
staff.

Frosting 
Adopting the state of art frosting line and technique to etch the surface of glass bottles achieving a matte effect. 
Our two automatic frosting lines with 180 heads are bought from Italy. They are the only two lines in China. 

Silk screen 
Silk screen printing at glass bottle surface with specific glass printing material.

Advantage：high abrasion resistance.

Applique Printing 
Applique glass bottle by hand. 
Advantage : Colorful-without color limitation.

Hot Transfer 
Transfer the pattern on the transfer film to the surface of glass by thermal transfer printer and solidify it by the lehr.

Advantage: colorful , without color limitation, mature technique, high efficiency.

Foil Bronzing 
First foil bronzing ink with single color printer, then gold blockin, finally solidify with low temperature lehr or dry naturally. 
Advantage: shining metal effect.
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Metal Spraying 
Process the glass surface to achieve mirror effect. 

Sandblasting  
Sandblast the frosted glass surface to achieve old effect.

Company Profile of Yantai Changyu Glass Co, Ltd.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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